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YEAR 3 ENGLISH WEEK 2 

MONDAY 30th March 

In school we read up to the end of chapter 3 of ‘Billy and the Minpins’ by Roald Dahl.  

Here is a short summary of the story so far:  

Billy goes into the forest even though his Mum tells him not to. He hears a terrifying noise. He thinks it 
is one of the monsters that his Mum has warned him about. He runs through the forest as fast as he 
can to get away from the monster and finally escapes by climbing a tree. Sitting on the tree, he 
notices something strange happen to the bark…  

‘He watched intently as the tiny shutters of tree-bark opened wider and 
wider, and when they were fully open they revealed a small squarish 
window set neatly in the curve of the big branch. There was some sort of 
a yellowish glow coming from deep inside the window.’  

 

 

 

 

 

 

READING SKILL: PREDICTION 

What do you think is behind the window? What do you think is making the ‘yellowish glow’? 

 

READING SKILL: VOCABULARY  

 

Use a dictionary to find out the meaning of these words: 

Ancient, miniature, peculiar, peering, vertical 

 

Use each of these words in a sentence. 

 

Extension- write a list of synonyms for each word  
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TUESDAY 31st March  

READING SKILL- RETRIEVAL  

Read the pages below and answer the true or false questions. 
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True or False? 
 
The old man was happy to see Billy.  
 
The old man’s head was no bigger than a pea.  
 
There were 20 small windows in the tree. 
 
The Minpins wore miniature welly boots to help them walk up and down the tree trunks. 
 
Write your own true/false questions for this chapter.   

 

Wednesday 1st April 2020 

Read the description below of what Billy could see through the tiny window. (Page 41)  

‘Little Billy saw a room that was lit by a pale yellow light of some sort and it was 
furnished with beautifully made miniature chairs and a table. To one side was a four-
poster bed. It was like one of the rooms Little Billy has once seen in the Queen’s 
Doll’s House at Windsor Castle.’ 

Design and draw your own Minpin house. Think carefully about what you would like to include in each 
room and how you would like your house to be decorated. Every room in your house should have a 
stairway up to the room above. Label your drawing. Remember to use lots of interesting adjectives 
and expanded noun phrases.  

To find out more information about expanded noun phrases watch this video: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z3nfw6f 

 

Thursday 2nd April  

Describe your Minpin house in detail: both inside and out. Use expanded noun phrases, descriptive 
adjectives, prepositional phrases (e.g. On the floor, In the garden) and varied sentence openers - 
every detail counts! 

 

Friday 3rd April  

Re-draft your work, checking for spellings, punctuation and grammar. Now, which part are you going 
to re-write with the most changes? Select it, using square brackets and rewrite it underneath.  

Is your presentation the best it can be, in cursive script? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z3nfw6f

